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XE-Filter is an email filtering add-on that is used to block the delivery of emails to your SMTP server if the sender
IP address is not in the list of known countries. The server-side portion of the filtering process is independent of any
other email filtering software; it simply uses the IP address of the sending mail server as an indicator of where the

email is being sent from. The filtering process can be customized to include all countries, some countries, or certain
ISP networks. In addition, the email filters can be allowed or blocked based on geographic location (provided that
the originating IP address is within the defined range), or by ISP. XE-Filter Benefits: ￭ Faster than DNS Blacklist

Servers ￭ Improves Mail Server Efficiency ￭ Low Administrative and Maintenance Effort ￭ Easily Specify
Countries to Allow or Ban ￭ Whitelist and Blacklist IP Addresses XE-Filter Features: ￭ Protects your email by

refusing emails from un-trusted sending servers ￭ Compatible with: ￭ Existing email filtering software  ￭
Outsourced, hosted email services  ￭ Antispam appliances XE-Filter Requirements: ￭ Requires a hosting service that
allows the use of the XE-Filter service ￭ Note: If the XE-Filter service is not hosted by the service provider, the host

must provide all necessary resources and technical support for the XE-Filter service to work properly. ￭ Requires
Exim (mail) 4.61 or later ￭ Requires a simple web-based interface XE-Filter Installation: ￭ Install XE-Filter on a

web hosting service provided by a host. ￭ Note: The host must provide the necessary web-based interface to register
and configure the XE-Filter service. ￭ Note: XE-Filter must be configured to use the same email system as your

primary email server. XE-Filter Configuration: ￭ Go to web-based interface ￭ Click on “Create a New Country” ￭
Enter the country code (“US” for the United States, for example). ￭ Select the country name (“United States” for

example). ￭ Click “
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XE-Filter Crack For Windows helps eliminate spam while saving you time and money. The XE-Filter program is a
free, open source product. KEYMACRO is compatible with both Windows and Mac platforms. If your business has
correspondents located only in a limited number of countries, then why receive email from everywhere? All those

messages from unfamiliar countries are spam, reflecting a globalization of this problem. XE-Filter is an add-on that
performs country-centric spam filtering using the IP address of the sending mail server. This sending IP address is

used in conjunction with a locally cached IP-to-country database to quickly determine the originating location.
Should the country be found among the banned list specified by the administrator, the email is refused at the SMTP
protocol level. Simple in concept, efficient and inexpensive, XE-Filter is another defensive layer against spam.Best
of all, very little administrative effort is needed to set up the banned country list and occasionally put a new country

database into service. Here are some key features of "XE-Filter": ￭ Compatible with: ￭ Existing email filtering
software  ￭ Outsourced, hosted email services  ￭ Antispam appliances ￭ Simple Concept / Effective Filtering ￭ Real-
Time Monitor of Foreign eMail ￭ Low Administrative and Maintenance Effort ￭ Faster than DNS Blacklist Servers

￭ Easily Specify Countries to Allow or Ban ￭ Whitelist and Blacklist IP Addresses ￭ Improves Mail Server
Efficiency ￭ Monthly IP-to-Country DB Updates Source code is made available under the GNU General Public

License. For more information, or to order KEYMACRO, visit Key Macro is a patented, award-winning technology
that has been widely adopted throughout the U.S. for more than 10 years. KEYMACRO is compatible with both

Windows and Mac platforms. If your business has correspondents located only in a limited number of countries, then
why receive email from everywhere? All those messages from unfamiliar countries are spam, reflecting a

globalization of this problem. XE-Filter is an add-on that performs country-centric spam filtering using the IP
address of the sending mail server. This sending IP address is used in conjunction with a locally cached IP-to-country

database to quickly 1d6a3396d6
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XE-Filter With License Key

XE-Filter is an email filtering application for Unix email servers. It intercepts email messages and performs filtering
based on the IP addresses used to send email. The only input required by the administrator is to specify the IP
addresses and countries from which XE-Filter should allow messages. XE-Filter uses an email server's SMTP
protocol to determine where the message originates. The IP addresses and country databases are updated
automatically by the administrator. XE-Filter can also be used to block email from certain countries. The IP-to-
Country database is updated monthly. The XE-Filter Program has been designed to run under Unix, MS-Windows,
Linux, and Mac systems. XE-Filter is distributed as an executable (for Unix/Linux) or as an installer (for Windows).
XE-Filter is covered by the GNU Public License (GPL) and it is distributed under this license. XE-Filter is currently
being used by more than 50 Internet service providers to improve email filtering and to reduce the volume of spam
they receive. At the very beginning it is obvious, that a rule that bans one particular spambot (for example,
bob-22-o...), is no general solution at all. It is also obvious, that a wildcard like *.bob-22-o... will do the same, and as
the number of different spambots (alas) is not limited, you can easily blow up your white list by mistakes. There are
three basic approaches for anti-spam: a. SpamAssassin has rules, too. You should combine your SpamAssassin with
the XE-Filter. b. Badwords. This way, all messages, which contain exactly one of your blacklisted words, will be
marked as spam. c. Shredding. SpamAssassin can shred your mail, too, and it has options, too. You can tell
SpamAssassin, to shred all your mail with mail(1), and let XE-Filter do the rest. If you have combined two or three
of them, you can do a lot to improve your spam handling. The advantage of the last option, c., is, that you have your
very own blacklists, which have not to be updated manually. If your SpamAssassin is set to shred, after shredding, all
your blacklisted words get lost. And you might want to have a local system like a search

What's New In XE-Filter?
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System Requirements For XE-Filter:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1, 8.1, 10, or a later version Processor: Intel Core i3 or later Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD 4000 or newer (Intel Iris) DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 10 GB available space Network:
Broadband Internet connection Recommended: OS: Windows 7 SP1, 8.1, or a later version Processor: Intel Core i7
or later Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics
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